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Overview: 

The Hydrologic Forecast Centre of Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation�s third 2013 spring 
flood outlook notes that the potential for spring flood is higher in some areas while remaining the 
same in others when compared to the March outlook. This is mainly due to significant additional snow 
fall in recent weeks and the delayed runoff. 

The potential for flooding is significantly higher than in 2012 due to above average snowfall and more 
wide spread with high water content snow pack in many parts of the province. However, apart from 
the Red River Basin, the flood potential in the major river basins and lakes is generally lower than in 
2011 due to lower soil moisture levels at the time of freeze-up. Prior to the unprecedented 2011 
floods, Manitoba experienced widespread, high soil moisture levels, high winter snowpack followed 
by major rain storms in the spring and summer. 

The spring flood potential still remains the same as the March outlook, at moderate to major  for the 
Red river and for the North West and Interlake regions. The April flood outlook revises the flood risk 
upwards for the Assinboine, Souris, QuAppelle, Pembina and Roseau rivers in which these rivers 
may see moderate to major flooding. Significant overland flooding is expected to develop in most 
areas of the province. 

Flooding is expected in portions of northern Manitoba including The Pas where there is above 
average soil moisture conditions and significant snowfall this season. The main stem of the 
Saskatchewan River at The Pas is expected to be close to bank full level, although much will depend 
on future weather and the regulation of Saskatchewan�sTobin Lake outflows.  

The magnitude of the spring flood potential is still very dependent on future weather conditions from 
now until the spring melt. The amount of additional snow and rain, the timing and rate of the spring 
thaw, and the timing of peak flows in Manitoba, the U.S. and other provinces will have a significant 
effect on flood potential. Delayed thaw and the potential for spring rain storms could result in rapid 
snow melt aggravating overland flooding and increasing tributary flows.   

At the onset of runoff, there is a chance of localized flooding due to ice jams or snow blockages in 
drains, ditches and small streams. Major ice jams are difficult to predict as to location and magnitude; 
the possibility of ice jams cannot be ruled out. The North Red Community Water Maintenance 
Corporation has focused this year�s ice jam mitigation program on the north Red, Assiniboine, 
Whitemud, Icelandic, Brokenhead and Fisher rivers to reduce the potential of ice jams.  

Precipitation during the fall of 2012 was well below normal in most of southern Manitoba but near 
normal to above normal in the Interlake regions and northern Manitoba including The Pas region. This 
is in contrast to 2010, when autumn precipitation was above average and widespread across the 
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province prior to the floods of 2011. However, winter precipitation is near normal to well above normal 
in many areas of the province, Saskatchewan, North Dakota and Minnesota.  

Based on Environment Canada�s long-term April-June climatic outlook, there is a chance of near 
normal temperatures across most of the province. The outlook is calling for below normal precipitation 
in the northern Interlake Region and northern parts of the province. For southern Manitoba, normal 
precipitation is expected.  

Soil Conditions 

 In the southern belt of the prairies, overall soil moisture levels at the time of freeze-up in 2012 
were significantly lower than the unprecedented and wide spread wet conditions seen in 2010 
prior to the major 2011 floods. 

 The aerial soil moisture survey conducted by the United States, National Operational 
Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC) in November, 2012 indicated that moisture in 
the top 20 cm of soil was generally below average in Southern Manitoba and in the U.S. 
portion of the Red River basin (Figure 1). Some of the data particularly in portions of 
Saskatchewan was determined to be unreliable due to early snow cover impacting the soil 
moisture measurements. 

 An Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada soil survey shows conditions in the prairies ranging from 
below normal to above normal soil moisture levels (Figure 2). Soil moisture maps in the root 
zone (0 � 120 cm) from fall 2012 field surveys produced by the Manitoba Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Initiatives (MAFRI) for Southern Manitoba are shown in Figures 3 and 4. The maps 
indicate soil moisture content varying below normal to near normal in most parts. Northern 
Saskatchewan and a few areas including the Interlake area show above normal soil moisture 
levels.  

 Analysis based on weighted May to October precipitation shows that the soil moisture at 
freeze-up time was variable across Manitoba with above average levels in central and northern 
Manitoba including The Pas and Interlake areas (Figure 5). Most of the Southern Manitoba 
including the Red, the Assiniboine and the Souris watersheds experienced below normal soil 
moisture levels. 

 Available data from southern Manitoba indicates the soil is considerably frozen to a depth from 
50 cm (1.5 feet) to more than 100 cm (3.0 feet) mainly due to periods of well below freezing 
temperatures. Wet frozen soils impede infiltration of melt water and increase spring runoff. 
Higher runoff occurs if the snow melt is rapid. 
 

Lake Level and River flow Conditions  

 Due to the delayed melt, major rivers and tributaries still have ice cover that is thick and strong 
and flows are below normal for the month of April. 

 At the time of freeze-up, water levels for the Red, Assiniboine, Souris, Qu�appelle and  
Winnipeg rivers were below normal and lower than the levels in 2010 and 2011. The 
Saskatchewan River flow at The Pas is above normal but close to or lower than the fall of 2010 
and 2011.  

 The Assiniboine River flow is also high for this time of year due to releases from the 
Shellmouth reservoir. Shellmouth reservoir has reached historical low levels, 15 cm (0.5 feet) 
below 2011 levels.  Effective April 9th conduit flows have been reduced to 8.5 cm (300 cfs). 
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 Interlake major rivers, the Waterhen and  Fairford river flows are above normal due to the 
consistently high water level of Lake Winnipegosis.  

 Water levels for the major lakes, such as lakes Winnipegosis, Manitoba and Winnipeg are well 
below the levels seen in 2010 and 2011 at the time of freeze-up. 

Snow Water Content  

 November to March snowfall has been above normal in most parts of Manitoba, southern 
Saskatchewan, Alberta, North Dakota and Minnesota (Figure 6a and b). 

 Along the Manitoba-Saskatchewan border in the Assiniboine basin, above normal (up to 200 
per cent) snow pack exists. Yorkton Saskatchewan weather station reported an increase in 
equivalent water content of 25 mm (1 inch) since the March measurements. 

 The Manitoba portion of the Red River basin is near to above normal (up to 200 per cent) snow 
pack. The snowpack in general remains unchanged since the March assessment.  

 Above normal to well above normal snow pack still exists in the northwestern portions of 
Manitoba and has remained generally unchanged since the March snow survey. 

 The U.S. and Saskatchewan portions of the Souris River have snow packs ranging between 
150-200 per cent of normal. The snowpack is higher than reported in March with a  few 
stations reporting higher equivalent water content.  

 Based on April 6th and 7th field and air based surveys, snow water equivalent in the snow pack  
ranged from 80 mm (3.1 inches) to 120 mm (4.7 inches) in the Upper Assiniboine and 80 mm 
(3.1 inches) to 160 mm (6.3 inches) in northwestern parts of Manitoba. 

 In summary, recent reports from snow ground surveys indicate the snowpack has remained 
relatively unchanged since the March mearsurements for Manitoba and the American portion 
of the Red River and slightly increased for the Manitoba, Saskatchewan and North Dakota for 
the Assiniboine, QuAppelle and Souris basins. 

Spring Run-Off Potential 

 The expected 2013 potential spring runoff is based on 2012 measurements of soil moisture at 
freeze up, snowpack conditions as of April 7th 2013, and the average future weather 
conditions (Figure 7).  

 The runoff potential is variable across Manitoba, ranging from near normal to above normal.  
 The runoff potential is generally near normal in the Red River Basin with above normal levels 

in a few portions of the Pembina River and south eastern Manitoba.  
 Runoff potential in Manitoba is slightly higher than forecasted in the March Flood Outlook, 

being  near normal to above normal in the Souris basin, and the Assiniboine watershed. There 
are few areas with well above normal runoff potential, in the Saskatchewan portion of the 
Assiniboine Basin upstream of the Shellmouth Reservoir.  

 The overall runoff potential in the Interlake Region is above normal, similar to that predicted in 
the March Flood Outlook.  

 There is a risk of normal to above normal runoff potential in northern parts of the Province. 
Some parts in the North West including the northern areas of Lake Winnipegosis, The Pas are 
likely to see well above normal overland flooding.  

 Regions to the east of Lake Winnipeg including Berens River have above normal runoff 
potential, while Island Lake area has well above normal risk of runoff. 

 Spring runoff could change significantly if future precipitation and breakup conditions differ 
from the average.  
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River Ice Conditions and Ice Jamming 

 Based on mid-March measurements this year,  ice thickness in the Red River ranged between 
48 cm (1.6 feet) and 56 cm (1.8 feet) and between 40 cm (1.3 feet) to 66 cm (2.2 feet) for the 
Assiniboine River. As of April 10th, the ice thicknesses generally remain unchanged from the 
March measurements. 

 In the Interlake Region, the ice thickness is 15 cm (0.5 feet) to 91 cm (3 feet).  
 Normal ice thickness varies according to the size and the location of the river and typically 

ranges between 30 cm (1.0 foot) and 61 cm (2.0 feet).  
 Spring weather affects deterioration of ice and will be a significant factor in determining ice 

strength at break-up.  
 Due to the delayed melt there is a high probability of rapid melt which may lead to greater 

frequency and magnitude of ice jams on Manitoba�s major rivers. 
 It is difficult to predict the time of occurrence and extent of ice jamming. However with the 

extensive ice cutting and the Amphibex ice breaking activities ice jamming and related flooding 
on the lower Red River will be reduced.  

 Localized brief flooding can occur when and where ice jams develop, even with below average 
river flows. 

River Forecasts 

Spring flood outlooks evaluate three weather scenarios that account for additional snow, melt rates 
and spring rain fall based on statistical analysis of the past 30-40 years of climate data. The three 
future weather scenarios are referred to as �favourable�, �average� and �unfavourable�. The terms 
�favourable�, �average� and �unfavourable� are referred to as the lower decile, median and upper decile 
conditions, respectively. There is a one-in-ten chance of the weather being �favourable� or better and 
there is a one-in-ten chance of it being �unfavourable� or worse.  

 Favourable weather conditions is characterized by little additional precipitation which varies 
spatially between watersheds and a gradual snow melt. 

 Average weather is characterized by normal rainfall and temperature. 
 Unfavourable weather is significant wide spread precipitation with a rapid snow melt.  

Additionally, three terminologies used to categorise levels of flooding are; 

 Minor flooding occurs when minimal or no property damage is expected, but there is potential 
for some public threat, such as  inundation of roads.  

 Moderate flooding occurs when there is potential for some inundation of structures and roads 
near drains, streams, rivers and lakes. It may be necessary to evacuate people and move 
property to higher elevations or safer locations.  

 Major flooding occurs when there is potential for extensive inundation of structures and roads. 
There is likelihood of significant evacuations of people and movement of property to higher 
elevations or safer locations. 

 

Red River  

 The potential for spring flooding for the three weather scenarios remains the same as the 
March Flood Outlook,ranging from minor to major on the Red River main stem. Although soil 
moisture conditions were generally below normal at the time of freeze-up, there is normal to 
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above normal and widespread snowpack in most of the basin. With favourable weather from 
now on, minor localized flooding is expected. Under such conditions, peak levels would be 
around those of 2010. 

 For median conditions, there could be minor to moderate flooding and levels would be 
comparable to those seen in 2011. 

 With unfavourable weather conditions major flooding is likely. Levels in the Red River main 
stem would be higher than 2011 but slightly less or same as 2009 from Emerson to Winnipeg. 

 Flooding is expected to occur in small tributaries such as the LaSalle, Roseau, Rat and Morris 
rivers.  

 Water levels north of the City of Winnipeg are likely to be close to 2009. 
 There is sufficient community protection along the river as community dike elevations are 

higher than the predicted flows (Figure 8). 
  The 2009 flood caused the Highway 75 to be closed for 36 days. 

 
 
 
 

 

Operation of the Floodway and the Portage Diversion; City of Winnipeg 

 

 Levels at James Avenue are forecasted to be 5.4 m (17.7 feet), 5.7 m (18.8 feet) and 6.2 m   
(20.5 feet) for favourable, average and unfavourable weather conditions, respectively. 

 Operation of Portage Diversion and Red River Floodway occurs for all weather scenarios 

Pembina River 

The risk for flooding has been revised upwards but remains within the range from minor to major 
for the Pembina River.  

 The favourable weather scenario could produce minor localized flooding.  
 The average weather scenario would produce minor to moderate flooding in low lying areas 

near the main stem, higher than 2005. 
 Due to above average snow water equivalent in the snow, an unfavourable weather scenario is 

expected to produce major flooding with levels less than those of 2006. 

Roseau River 

The spring flood risk has increased from low to major on the Roseau River. The soil moisture levels 
are generally below average but the snow water content ranges from normal to above average.  

 The average weather scenario would produce moderate flooding similar to 2006. 
 The unfavourable weather scenario could produce major flooding with over bank levels slightly 

above  those of 2009.  
 The National Weather Service has forecasted for unfavourable weather conditions 204 cms 

(7200 cfs) on the Roseau River at Caribou, Minnesota. Flows at Dominion City, Manitoba will 
attenuate to 142 cms cms ( 5000 cfs). 
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Assiniboine River 

There is a risk of moderate to major flooding on the Assiniboine River due to normal to above normal 
soil moisture in the upper portions of the watershed and above normal snow water equivalent in most 
of the basin. With the higher QuAppelle and Souris rivers forecast the Assiniboine river forecast  has 
been revised upward.  

 With favourable weather conditions, overbank flooding could  occur along the Assiniboine 
River from Shellmouth to St Lazare.  

 With average weather from this point on, the Assiniboine river could experience moderate 
flooding with over bank flows occurring  from Shellmouth to Griswold. River levels would be 
close to  2006 levels. 

 The unfavourable weather scenario would result in major flooding of the Assiniboine valley 
from Shellmouth to Brandon, similar to 1974 levels (Figure 9). Levels would be much lower 
than those seen in major floods of 2011, 1995 and 1976. Brandon flood protection levels are 
adequate for the unfavourable weather scenario but 1st street will require one coarse of super 
sandbags. 

 The Qu�Appelle River at St Lazare forecast has been revised upward from the March Flood 
Outlook providing moderate flooding under median weather conditions. Under unfavourable 
weather conditions moderate to major flooding is forecasted. Flows on the Qu�appelle will likely 
be in the order of 60 per cent of the 2011 flood for the unfavourable weather scenario.   

 Operations of the Shellmouth Dam have achieved a drawn level of 421.6 m (1,383.2 ft)  to 
provide storage capacity for reservoir inflows to reduce downstream flooding. The reservoir 
has reached historical low level, 15 cm (0.5 feet) below 2011 level. Effective April 9th conduit 
flow has been reduced to 8.5 cm (300 cfs). It is anticipated that Shellmouth could experience 
spillway flow for all three weather scenarios if conduit flows remain at 42.5 cms (1500 cfs).  

 The Portage Diversion will be operated in accordance with the operating guidelines to manage 
ice jamming on the Assiniboine River east of Portage and to provide flood protection to the City 
of Winnipeg. The Portage diversion forecast has been revised upward as compared to the 
March Flood Outlook requiring the Diversion to be operated under all weather scenarios. For 
the lower decile, median and upper decile weather scenarios Portage Diversion flows would be 
in the order of 266 cubic meter/second (cms) (9,400 cfs), 354 cms (12,500 cfs) and 524 cms 
(18,500 cfs) respectively. Duration of diversion flows will be much shorter than 2011 unless 
heavy spring and summer rainfall develops. Assiniboine river flows will be near 15,000 cfs east 
of Portage.  
 

South West  

The forecast has been revised upwards for the Souris River. For all weather scenarios, flooding of the 
Souris River and it�s tributaries will be moderate to major.  

 There is potential for moderate flooding for the normal weather scenario for the Souris River. 
Overbank flows are likely to occur from the US border to downstream of Hartney. Melita flood 
protection levels are adequate. 

 The unfavourable weather scenario would result in major over bank flooding with peak stages 
below 2011 (Figure 10) from the US/ Manitoba border downstream  to the town of Souris. The 
towns of Melita and Souris will need additional flood protection and Wawanessa should not 
expect overbank flooding.  
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Interlake Region 

Both soil moisture and winter precipitation are normal to above normal in the Interlake Region.  
 
 With favourable weather conditions from now on there is a chance of minor flooding. Average 

weather conditions are expected to cause moderate flooding. Moderate to major flooding is 
expected with unfavourable weather conditions.  

 With unfavourable weather, the Fisher River could experience major flooding with levels slightly 
higher than 2009 levels. 

 The Icelandic River could experience near bank conditions for the unfavourable weather scenario 
and levels are expected to be less than 2011 levels. 

 Whitemud River near the Westbourne area is likely to experience minor to moderate flooding. 
Under unfavourable weather the levels are expected to be more than the peak 2005 level.   

 Pine Creek is expected to experience moderate flooding with favourable weather, while the 
unfavourable weather scenario is likely to result in moderate to major flooding. As in most years 
the risk of ice jamming is high for the Icelandic, Fisher and Whitemud rivers. 

 Fairford structure flows will remain at maximum discharge through the spring runoff period. The 
forecasted Fairford river flows for the median and upper decile weather scenarios are expected to 
be 232 cms ( 8,200 cfs), 326 cms (11,500 cfs) respectively.  

 Dauphin river forcasted flows for the median and upper decile weather scenarios are expected to 
be 227 cms (8000 cfs), 317 (11,200 cfs) respectively.   

 The Waterhen river is likely to experience above normal flows for the median 226 cms (8,000 cfs) 
and the upper decile forecast  241 cms (8,500 cfs). 

 
 
 
 

Eastern Region  

The soil moisture is below normal but the snow water content is normal to above normal for this 
region.  

 
 Favourable weather conditions could produce minor localized flooding. 
 The average weather scenario could lead to minor to moderate flooding.  
 The unfavourable weather scenario could produce moderate flooding due to overbank flows in 

areas like the Poplar, Bloodvein, Bisset and Berens rivers. 

Manitoba Lakes  

 Lake Manitoba is expected to be close or higher than the top of the operation range at the 
conclusion of spring runoff. With median conditions the lake is expected to peak at 247.6 m 
(812.4 feet) close to the top operating range of 247.6 m (812.5 feet). The lake level would rise 
0.8 foot higher than the upper operation range 247.9 m (813.3 feet) with unfavourable 
conditions. The current level is 247.4 m (811.8 feet). 

 Lake St Martin is currently at 244.1 m (801.0 feet). Lake levels for the normal weather scenario 
are forecasted to be 244.3 m (801.5 feet) and  244.7 m (802.7 feet) for the unfavourable 
weather scenario. 
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 Based on Manitoba Hydro analyses, with median conditions Lake Winnipeg is expected to rise 
from its current average level of 217.4 m  (713.3 feet)  to 217.8 m (714.4 feet) by end of May. 
The forecast level is within the desirable range. 

 Lake Winnipegosis is likely to stay near its current level of 253.7 m (832.3 feet)  under 
favourable weather conditions. The levels could rise a half foot and one foot under median and 
unfavourable weather conditions, respectively. The expected levels are more than one and  
half feet lower than the 2011 peak level.  

 Record flooding is expected near Red Deer Lake with all weather conditions. The current level 
of Red Deer Lake is 261.7 m (858.6 feet). The upper decile scenario of Red Deer Lake levels 
would likely be close to the peak level in 2006, 264.8 m (868.8 feet), which is four feet higher 
than in 2011. The favourable weather scenario is likely to be one and a half feet higher than  
2011 peak levels. 

 Dauphin Lake is expected to rise up to one, two and three feet above the upper regulation 
range of 260.5 m (854.8 feet) under the favourable, average and unfavourable weather 
conditions. The current level is 260.3 m (854.2 feet). 

 Shoal Lakes levels will experience a half foot rise with favourable and one foot rise with 
median conditions. With unfavourable weather conditions, the level is likely to rise close to two 
feet which is half foot lower than the record level in 2011. The Shoal Lakes current level is 
261.8 m (859.1 feet)   

 White Water Lake under median weather conditions is expected to experience a one foot rise 
from the current level of 497 m (1630.7 feet). With unfavourable weather conditions, the lake is 
forecasted  to rise one and half feet to a level of 1632.1 feet (497.4 m), which is nearly a foot 
lower than the natural spill elevation. 

 

Northern Manitoba and The Pas Regions 

Soil moisture and snow cover are both near normal to above normal in Saskatchewan and Manitoba 
portions of the Saskatchewan River Basin.  

 Minor flooding is likely with favourable weather conditions from now on.  
 The average weather scenario could produce minor to moderate flooding. The unfavourable 

weather scenario calls for localized moderate to major flooding especially if there is rapid melt 
in areas with heavier snowpack like the Pasquia Region. The Saskatchewan River is predicted 
to see levels similar to those of 2006. The river would be expected to remain within its banks. 
With median weather conditions the Carrot River is expected to be close to bank full level 
corresponding to a peak flowrate of 232.2 cms ( 8200 cfs).  With the unfavourable weather 
scenario, the Carrot River is expected to overflow its banks corresponding to a peak flow rate 
of 269 cms (9500 cfs) and levels much higher than those experienced in 2011. 

 Swan River may see minor flooding with favourable weather scenario 141.6 cms (5000 cfs), 
moderate flooding similar to 1979 with median weather conditions 198.2 cms (7000 cfs) and 
moderate to major flooding that would be less than 2006 and higher than 2011 under 
unfavourable weather scenario 229.4 cms (8100) cfs. 

 Soil moisture in the Thompson area is above normal with the snowpack being near normal. 
Local runoff conditions are likely to be normal to above normal with both median and 
unfavourable weather.   
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 Most of other parts of Northern Manitoba, north of latitude 55, are expected to experience near 
normal runoff conditions. Additional information for northern lakes can be obtained from 
Manitoba Hydro. 

 

Flood Preparations 

 The Manitoba government and municipalities are continuing to prepare for spring flooding.  
This includes collaborating with municipal emergency management teams to review existing 
emergency response plans, sharing information through conference calls and flood 
preparedness meetings. 

 The ice jam mitigation program north of Winnipeg is complete with ice cutters and Amphibex 
machines working along the Red River to weaken the ice. Approximately 29 km of Red river 
ice cutting and breaking is complete. The ice jam mitigation program has also addressed 
cutting and breaking of ice in a number of Manitoba�s rivers.  

 

Forecast Updates 

 This is the final outlook. Daily flood reports will be issued once active melt initiates and runoff 
commences. Based on the April 10th long range weather forecast, runoff may commence 
around mid April.  

 

Detailed forecast (Text and Charts) available at 
http://www.gov.mb.ca/mit/floodinfo/floodoutlook/forecasts_reports.html#spring_flood_outlook 

http://www.gov.mb.ca/mit/floodinfo/floodoutlook/forecasts_reports.html#spring_flood_outlook

